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device includes a direction detector, a Wireless transmitter,
senses a movement of the helmet to generate a turning signal,
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generate a Wireless signal, and the light element includes a

Wireless receiver for receiving the Wireless signal. As the user
Wears the helmet of the present invention, the light can gen
erate Warning effect based on the movement of the helmet, so
as to provide the user a more comprehensive tra?ic safety.
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WIRELESS LIGHT INDICATION AND
CONTROL DEVICE

[0008] Accordingly, the Wireless light indication and con
trol device of the present invention is advantageous that:

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

generate the turning signal based on sensing the movement of
user’s head and then Wirelessly transmits the turning signal to
the light element, so that no matter during the normal riding

[0009]

[0001]

The present invention is related to a light indication

1 . The direction detector mounted on the helmet can

device used for a helmet and a transportation and more par

condition or in an emergency, the Warning indication can be

ticular to a Wireless light indication and control device.

generated and shoWn concurrently, thereby improving the

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002]

Recently, bicycle riding has become a fever. HoW

ever, in TaiWan, because the bike lanes are still not popular,

the bicycles alWays have to barroW the motorcycle lanes and

compete thereWith, Which easily causes danger, especially
during the rush hour. And, since most bicycles are not

equipped With the Warning device, the rider’s safety is highly
threatened.

[0003] NoWadays, Wireless technology is getting matured
and has applied to various kinds of daily used products, such
as mobile phones and computers. R.O.C. patent No. 588784
has disclosed the “Structure of brake Warning light”, Wherein,
as shoWn in FIG. 1, a Warning lamp 1 is mounted on a helmet
2 Which can receive the signals from a transmitter connected
With the brake light of the motorcycle, so as to shoW the

braking light as a Warning on the helmet. But, other informa

tion, such as turning signals, is absent.
[0004] In R.O.C. patent No. M351002, entitled “Helmet
With turning signal lights”, as shoWn in FIG. 2, a control box

safety.
[0010] 2. The ?rst light module on the helmet includes at
least tWo indication lights Which can respectively indicate the
right turn and the left turn, so as to provide the bicycle the

turning signals like other transportations.
[001 1]

3. The frequency hopping unit and the matching unit

used for Wireless transmission can avoid the Wireless signal
interference or failure When multiple Wireless light indication
and control devices are gathering around, so as to further

improve the riding safety.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] The foregoing aspects and many of the attendant
advantages of this invention Will be more readily appreciated
as the same becomes better understood by reference to the

folloWing detailed description, When taken in conjunction
With the accompanying draWings, Wherein:
[0013]
[0014]
art;
[0015]

FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW shoWing a prior art;
FIG. 2 is a schematic vieW shoWing another prior

connected With a turning signal module on a motorcycle can
Wirelessly transmit turning signals to a helmet 3, so that a
light module 4 on the helmet 3 can shoW the turning signals

present invention;

concurrently. Although the turning signals can be shoWn, the
Warning control is triggered manually, and the user might not

of the present invention;

have an instant response in an emergency, so that the light on

tion of the present invention;
[0018] FIG. 6 is a side vieW shoWing the light element of the
present invention; and

the helmet might not be lighted in time and the accident still

might happen.
[0005]

Therefore, in addition to the Warning device

mounted on the bicycle, the helmet 3 and the light module 4
also should be improved for solving the defect of manual

[0016]
[0017]

[0019]

FIG. 3 is a schematic vieW shoWing a helmet of the
FIG. 4 is a schematic vieW shoWing a ?rst operation
FIG. 5 is a schematic vieW shoWing a second opera

FIG. 7 is a schematic vieW shoWing of a bicycle

Which employs the present invention.

operation. Further, it is also important to avoid the signal

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

interference among multiple receivers on the helmets and

multiple transmitters on the bicycles, otherWise not only the
[0020]

Please refer to FIG. 3 Which shoWs a helmet accord

Warning function Will be in?uenced, the rider’s safety might
also be impaired.

ing to the present invention. The present invention is related to

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

helmet 10. The Wireless light indication and control device

a Wireless light indication and control device mounted on a

[0006] The object of the present invention is to provide a
Wireless light indication and control device, in Which the light
indication is controlled by the helmet and Which provides

functions of frequency hopping and matching.
[0007] For achieving the object described above, the
present invention provides a Wireless light indication and
control device connected With a helmet. The Wireless light
indication and control device includes a direction detector, a

Wireless transmitter, and at least one light element, Wherein
the direction detector is mounted on the helmet for sensing a
movement of the helmet so as to generate a turning signal, the
Wireless transmitter is mounted on the helmet and electrically

connected With the direction detector for receiving the turning
signal and for cooperating With a frequency hopping unit and
a matching unit to generate a Wireless signal, and the light
element includes a Wireless receiver for receiving the Wireless

signal.

includes a direction detector 11, a Wireless transmitter 12 and
at least one light element 13. The direction detector 11 senses

the movement of the helmet 10 and generates a turning signal
according thereto, the Wireless transmitter 12 mounted on the
helmet 10, electrically connected With the direction detector
11, receives the turning signal and cooperates With a fre
quency hopping unit 14 and a matching unit 15 to generate a
Wireless signal, and the light element 13 receives the Wireless
signal via a Wireless receiver 18 thereof.
[0021] The light element 13 can further include a poWer
supply device 16, Which can be a general battery or a solar
battery. In this embodiment, the poWer supply device 16 is a

general battery. Besides, the light element 13 also includes at
least tWo indication lights 17 for shoWing the turning signals.
[0022] Please refer to FIG. 3, FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 Which
respectively shoW the schematic vieW, a ?rst operation, and a
second operation of the helmet. When the user Wears the
helmet 10 during riding, the movement of the user’s head as

US 2011/0057781A1

turning right Will be sensed by the direction detector 11 for
generating the turning signal, as shown in FIG. 4. After the
Wireless transmitter 12 receives the turning signal, the coop
eration With the frequency hopping unit 14 and the matching
unit 15 can generate the Wireless signal for sending to the light
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the frequency hopping unit 14 and the matching unit 15 can
prevent the Wireless signal interference as multiple Wireless
light indication and control devices are gathering around, so
as to further ensure tra?ic safety.

[0026] It is to be understood, hoWever, that even though
numerous characteristics and advantages of the present
invention have been set forth in the foregoing description,
together With details of the structure and function of the

element 13. Therefore, the light element 13 can indicate the
right turn of the riding. Similarly, as shoWn in FIG. 5, When
the user turns left and accordingly moves the head, the light
element 13 can shoW the indication of left turn. Then, as long
as the user keeps moving forWard after turning With the hel
met 10, the indication of the light element 13 can be released.
[0023] Please refer to FIG. 3, FIG. 6 and FIG. 7 Which shoW
the schematic vieW of the helmet, a side vieW of the light
element and a schematic vieW of a bicycle Which employs the

invention, the disclosure is illustrative only, and changes may
be made in detail, especially in matters of shape, siZe, and
arrangement of parts Within the principles of the invention to
the full extent indicated by the broad general meaning of the

present invention. The light element 13 according to the
present invention, in addition to being mounted on the helmet

With a helmet, comprising:

10, also can be mounted on a transportation 20. The mounting
of the light element 13 on the helmet 10 can be achieved by

adhering, fastening or engaging. In this embodiment, the light
element 13 is adhered to the helmet 10. And, as shoWn in FIG.
6, the light element 13 can further include an adhesive surface

19 for attachment. Moreover, FIG. 7 shoWs that the light
element 13 is mounted on the transportation 20 Which can be

achieved by adhering, fastening, or engaging. Here, the trans
portation 20 is a bicycle.

[0024] Furthermore, in the present invention, the frequency
hopping unit 14 adopts AFH (Adaptive Frequency Hopping)
technology Which is generally used for bi-directional Wireless
communication and data encryption in the Wireless commu
nication, Wherein the Wireless communication frequency
division alloWs channel sWitching and hopping as transmis

terms in Which the appended claims are expressed.
What is claimed is:
1 . A Wireless light indication and control device, connected

a direction detector, mounted on the helmet, for sensing a
movement of the helmet so as to generate a turning

signal;
a Wireless transmitter, mounted on the helmet and electri

cally connected With the direction detector, for receiving
the turning signal and for cooperating With a frequency
hopping unit and a matching unit to generate a Wireless

signal; and
at least one light element, having a Wireless receiver for

receiving the Wireless signal.
2. The device as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the light
element further includes a poWer supply device Which is one

sion and receiving so as to ensure the communication quality.

of a general battery and a solar battery.
3. The device as claimed in claim 2, Wherein the poWer
supply device is a solar battery.
4. The device as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the light
element has at least tWo indication lights for receiving and

The matching unit 15 encrypts the data before transmission,

shoWing the turning signal.

so as to ensure the data security and also the correctness of

data destination. Accordingly, even multiple users are gath

ering around a neighborhood, the frequency hopping unit 14
and the matching unit 15 also can automatically detect the

frequency of other Wireless light indication and control
devices and avoid the interference thereamong. Therefore,

5. The device as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the frequency

hopping unit adopts AFH (Adaptive Frequency Hopping)

technology.
6. The device as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the light
element is mounted on one of the helmet and a transportation.

the transmission error or failure of the light element 13 Which

7. The device as claimed in claim 6, Wherein the light
element is mounted on the helmet by adhering, fastening, or

might cause tra?ic danger can be prevented.
[0025] In the aforesaid, the present invention utiliZes the

engaging.

direction detector 11 to sense the movement of the helmet 10
for indicating the turn of the user’s riding so as to make up the

8. The device as claimed in claim 7, Wherein the light
element is adhered to the helmet.
9. The device as claimed in claim 6, Wherein the light

de?ciency that the bicycle does not have the turning signals
for Warning like the motorcycle. The Wireless transmission

element is mounted on the transportation by adhering, fasten
ing, or engaging.

technology provides the ?exibility in mounting the light ele
ment 13 on the helmet 10 or the transportation 20. Moreover,

the light element 13 includes tWo indication lights 17 Which
can shoW the right turn and the left turn indications. Besides,

10. The device as claimed in claim 6, Wherein the trans

portation is a bicycle.

